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ABSTRACT
This paper refers back 50 years ago to the NSW survey integration proposal to show grid
distance dimensions on plans and introduce 2° ‘narrow zone’ survey coordination so that the
stated grid distance dimension was “substantially equal” or “near enough” to ground distance
dimensions. Grid distance dimensions were (and are) the only exception to dimensions in linear
standard units where measured and used. Being a distance at sea level (and not where
measured) it also varied from height to height so that the combined difference was often much
greater than that claimed with the 2°-zone projection. So, this (or any) difference, with ground
distance dimensions, was opposed for what (to me) were sound precision, surveying, cadastral
and title dimension reasons. The NSW survey integration proposal was convened by the
Surveyor General with the backing of University of New South Wales (UNSW) academics, the
Institution of Surveyors NSW (ISNSW), and “peers of the profession” – so it had to be right!
It seemed to have just been adopted from USA and overseas practice without any apparent
regard to its underlying rationale. The proposal’s duplexity of grid as well as ground distance
dimensions, and survey as well as mapping coordination, was imbedded in survey practice
overseas, and it still remains unquestioned today. This paper relates to circumstances existing
at the time and contains the rationale found so lacking in the NSW survey integration proposal.
The adoption of this underlying rationale resulted in the Australian practice of only ground
distance dimensions and only the 6° Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) survey and
mapping coordination. Comparatively simple and unconfused, it is probably the best
surveying, cadastral and coordination system in the world. Yet, it so nearly did not happen,
and that is why this paper has been written.
KEYWORDS: Ground distance, grid distance, cadastre, UTM projection, 2° ISG zones, 6°

MGA zones.

1 INTRODUCTION
In July 1969, the Integrated Survey Grid (ISG) was proposed in New South Wales (NSW) to
replace the Australian Map Grid (AMG), requiring all land, survey and title dimensions to be
projection (grid) distance. This plane coordinate system, based on the narrower 2° zone width,
ensured that all dimensions were mathematically consistent with the to-be-introduced survey
coordination on the projection plane at sea level. However, grid distance dimensions were
opposed and then rejected, so that all dimensions in surveys and land titles remained and
continued as ground distances in Australia. Nevertheless, the ISG (Lands, 1976) was
introduced and practised in NSW for 20 years, until it was discontinued to be replaced by the
6°-zone Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Map Grid of Australia (then MGA94, now
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MGA2020 – see ICSM, 2022). Subsequently, over the last 25 years, the MGA system has
worked extremely well, with all land, survey and title dimensions being ground distances while
all survey, spatial data and mapping coordinates are referred to MGA.
In contrast, many other countries have plane coordinate systems with grid distance land
dimensions. This paper argues against the statement of grid distances as dimensions in survey
and land titles as they often differ with ground distance and other dimensions where measured
and used. It also asserts that it is advantageous to state ground distance dimensions with an
orientation to grid north and the already existing 6°-zone UTM mapping coordinate system,
particularly in relation to modern surveying equipment producing more precise measurements
and modern computer software simplifying and speeding up the calculation of coordinates. As
ground distances and 6°-zone UTM maps already exist globally, this Australian system could
be established worldwide, simply by doing away with the duplexity of grid distance dimensions
and their plane or ‘narrow zone’ coordination. From a cadastral perspective, this paper explains
and promotes the use of precise ground distance dimensions and the Australian 6° UTM survey
and mapping coordination system (known in Australia as MGA) throughout the world.
1.1 The Surveying of Land in NSW

In 18th century Britain, boundaries were usually visible fences, walls, ditches, hedges, rivers
and the like, defined and acknowledged in increasing precision by maps, surveys and written
description. This metes-and-bounds marking and description was adopted following the
colonisation of NSW in 1788, where surveying vacant Crown land (public domain) made the
visible marking of property boundaries essential, and where the precision of their metes
(measurement) also improved as surveying equipment became more precise.
The early surveying of land in NSW was for the expediency of the granting of title for the
colony’s ever-expanding farming, grazing and settlement needs. Consequently, there were
never enough surveyors to keep up with the demand following the first land grant in 1791, the
first sale of Crown land in 1825, and the ‘Selection before Survey’ Act in 1861. At the same
time, the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain (1791-1821) and the Great Trigonometrical Survey
of India (1802-1852) took place, which prompted the Colonial Office to instruct the Surveyor
General to undertake the trigonometrical survey and mapping of NSW. This resulted in Sir
Thomas Mitchell’s Map of the Nineteen Counties (1827-1834). The major difference between
the Ordnance Survey’s and Mitchell’s map was that the former was over (mainly) settled land
and for cadastral purposes, whereas Mitchell’s map was a reconnaissance trigonometrical,
military-style map of (mainly) undeveloped lands. The NSW Trigonometrical Survey
commenced in 1865, then 1873 to 1916, when it was abandoned as a World War I economy
measure. While the Royal Australian Survey Corps did some coastal mapping from 1907 to
1945, the NSW Trigonometrical Survey did not recommence until 1946. This on-off
government support for trigonometrical surveys raised some doubts about the future of the
NSW survey integration proposal, especially if its control surveys and coordination relied
predominately on government support, staffing and funding. (This, and other public cost
concerns, resulted in the 1974 Overall Inquiry, which found that the future savings of survey
integration more than offset the basic survey costs involved.)
Initially, surveyors marked property boundaries, corners and monuments using a
circumferentor, compass, magnetic north and a Gunter’s chain. From 1853, blazed lines, lock
spits and numbered reference trees became mandatory. As corner marking was removed by
land improvements and fencing, Reference Marks (RMs) and Permanent Marks (PMs) became
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necessary. The first theodolite in the colony was Mitchell’s theodolite in 1827 used for his Map
of the Nineteen Counties. Use of the circumferentor was prohibited in 1872, to be superseded
by the more precise theodolite and, coincidently, Surveyor Woolrych introduced the steel
riband or wire to replace the Gunter’s chain. Both resulted in a significant improvement in the
precision of surveys.
The NSW colonial cadastre was a patchwork of parcels where new parcels generally abutted
existing parcels, using their abuttals for boundary origin and azimuth. Crown land portions
were plotted on county, parish and town maps and, after 1863, on Registrar General charting
maps, to make up a mosaic of parcels for cadastral maps. Watercourses often joined the early
portions together, and then roads and the survey of public roads. When fencing replaced corner
marking, public road surveys, road alignment surveys and Ordinance 32 permanent marking
(1920, 3’6” offset) of subdivision roads were often relied upon in retracement surveys.
However, contrary to footpath space allocations, underground telephone cabling destroyed
much of the post 1933 (1’6” offset) PMs. Subsequently, the Survey Practice Regulations were
amended in 1964 to make permanency of the location of PMs a prime requirement, and to
regulate pairs of Drill Hole & Wings (DH&Ws) on kerbs as permanent marks.
The NSW Survey Co-ordination Act 1949 was introduced to provide state-wide survey control
and coordination of effort by public authorities. However, progress was slow, and, in
proclaimed survey areas, PMs were seldom connected to the cadastre. In 1970, approval was
gained to use brass State Survey Marks (SSMs) set in concrete as permanent marks in a
subdivision. By placing and connecting them to the title survey, the integrated survey was
partly implemented at a reduced public cost.
1.2 The Public Land Survey System in the USA

In 1785 (three years before the colonisation of Australia), the US Congress introduced a
rectangular system of dividing up the public domain (similar to Crown land) for agriculture,
settlement and as a source of public revenue. The US Public Land Survey System (PLSS) was
very innovative at a time when the US population was about 4 million and when it was about
to expand westwards from its founding 13 colonies. It covers about 72% of the area of the US
and continues today. For survey purposes, the public domain was divided into a cadastral
checkerboard of 35 regions. Each region had an initial point from which the principal meridian
of longitude and a base line of latitude were laid out. Marks were placed at 24-mile intervals,
north-south and east-west, and then the region was divided into rectangular tracts of land
approximately 24 miles square. This was further subdivided into 6-square-mile townships and
then into sections, etc.
In 1822, Governor Brisbane directed that the PLSS be used for rural surveys in NSW, and it
was introduced in parts of the Hunter, Bathurst, Goulburn and Illawarra regions. However, it
was a costly use of scarce resources and Surveyor General Thomas Mitchell thought that the
PLSS was wasteful of the scarce stream frontages. He believed that a more equitable share of
water would be provided to the land holders when boundaries were orientated at, or near to,
right angles to the stream. Circumstances differed with Australia being far more dry and arid
than the US, so that emphasis was given to water access and agricultural viability, rather than
copying the PLSS grid pattern in the subdivision of NSW Crown lands.
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2 THE COORDINATE SYSTEM
Coordination provides a position reference for features on the surface of the Earth and for the
location and analysis of land data. The geographical location of position is usually depicted by
the degrees, minutes and seconds of its latitude and longitude. This can be complex and was
simplified by using a plane or projection coordinate system where position is linear distance
stated in Easting and Northing ordinates. The use of a projection converts the coordinates of
large, curved surfaces of the Earth to a flat plane but with some distortion. Some preserve
shape, some area, and others distance and direction.
2.1 State Plane Coordinate Systems

In 1933, the US Coast and Geodetic Survey created State Plane Coordinate Systems that
replaced comparatively complex geographic coordination (latitude and longitude) with more
user-friendly rectilinear coordination (Easting and Northing). Revolutionary at the time, this
comparatively easy two-dimensional plane rectangular coordinate system became the most
widely used expression of coordinate information in local and regional surveying and mapping
in the United States. It is embedded in US surveying practice and is still being used today.
Apparently, similar plane coordinate systems operated elsewhere (in Canada, Malaysia, South
Africa and New Zealand), and they were used as models for the ISG proposal in NSW. Grid
distance dimensions were and are still used.
2.2 The 6° UTM Projection Coordinate System

The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) system originated in 1936 and was developed for
military mapping during World War II. Like the 1933 State Plane Coordinate System, it
replaced geographical coordination with rectilinear coordination and was adopted worldwide
for small scale military mapping. The UTM coordinate system is conformal (preserving true
angles and shapes) but it distorts distance and area over larger areas. In surveying, the distance
and direction between two points can be calculated easily using the Pythagorean theorem and
plane trigonometry. Its adoption provides consistency in the analysis and editing of data.
The UTM system is the most commonly used projection. Noting that surveying data is brought
together through the mapping and digital representation of the cadastre combining both
position and property information, the UTM system is also Geographic Information System
(GIS) and MGA compatible. However, with its wider width of 6° longitude zones, it presents
greater ‘grid-to-ground’ differences for grid distances to pass off as ‘near enough’ or ‘pseudo’
dimensions. Consequently, State Plane Coordinate Systems and grid distance continued to be
used for survey coordination purposes.
3 THE 1970s DISCERNABLE NEED FOR A COORDINATED CADASTRE
In considering the discernible need for a coordinated cadastre, it is important to distinguish
between:
1. The Digital Cadastral Database (DCDB) where data coordinates often relate to the centroid
of the parcel, which can be simply, quickly and adequately digitised from existing 6°
AMG/MGA maps and calculated from surveys. Commenced in the early-to-mid 1980s,
this met most community needs for coordinates without a survey-precision cadastre. It
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should be noted that the DCDB is graphical in nature, used for administrative purposes and
has no legal weight in land boundary definition.
2. The Integrated Survey Grid (ISG), which requires boundaries and corners coordinated with
surveying precision. This needs the extra work and cost of control surveys to connect
property surveys to the coordinated cadastre.
In determining surveying-precise coordinated corners, it should be appreciated that:
1. The NSW survey and (Torrens) title system was relatively simple and easy to understand.
It was based on boundaries being physically identified on the ground and described in
simple, easily understood, usable terms. Other than the unfortunate destruction of
permanent marks, it was working satisfactorily and was generally trusted. However, there
was a need for better permanent marking to improve boundary relocation.
2. A coordinated cadastre does not remove the obligation on the part of the surveyor to
accurately mark boundaries on the ground as permanently and visibly as possible and to
state the details and parcel dimensions on the title plan that is clear and easily understood.
Coordinates (and their datum) must be stated on the relevant survey or title plans to have
any legal credence in boundary definition.
3. In a coordinated cadastre, all other evidence of boundaries precedes that of coordinates.
Boundary location is a matter of law whereby precedence is given to where boundaries are
identified or marked on the ground. The plan of survey, deed, drawing or document
purports to record, in a convenient form, particulars of the survey of the boundary marked
and/or visible on the ground. In the metes-and-bounds boundary definition, the surveyed
lengths and bearings (the metes) prescribe the mathematical framework, or surrounds, of
the property, while the bounds relate and anchor the framework to abuttals, being adjoining
legal property features identifiable on the ground. Well-regarded NSW land title Barrister,
Frank Hallmann, wrote in 1973: “It is the visible objects and marks that … determines the
extremities of the property lines that the engineer, the builder, the fencer and the
retracement surveyor will follow on the ground (not the recorded coordinates of the
extremities from a distant origin). Moreover, it is these objects and marks, or the
occupations erected in reliance upon them, that the courts will consider more favourable
in settling boundary disputes” (Hallmann, 1973). So, in redefining boundaries, emphasis is
given to the priority of evidence according to the law where it is only in the absence of
other evidence that measurement, then direction, and lastly calculation from a ‘distant
origin’ coordinated cadastre, ‘invisible’ coordinates, would then apply. This priority of
boundary evidence is what the public wants and what the law relies upon.
4. The legal aspects of boundary definition reinforce the importance of surveys underpinning
the state-guaranteed Torrens title system. Consequently, the legal acceptance of grid
distance dimensions and coordinated corners would ultimately require the legal approval
of the Registrar General.
Having regard to the foregoing, the NSW survey integration proposal:
• Sought a coordinated cadastre that defined boundaries and corners with survey-precise
coordinates when, legally, other boundary definition criteria had higher credibility than the
coordinates.
• Proposed an additional 2° ‘narrow zone’ plane coordination system for the coordinated
cadastre, assuming the use of grid distance dimensions. The survey integration proponents
did not show why the existing 6° Australian Map Grid (AMG) coordination used for
mapping and (later) for the DCDB could not alternatively be used for survey-precision
coordination.
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•

Proposed grid distances for property dimensions. These differ with the linear standard units
(of the already accepted ground distance dimension) where measured and used. In effect,
grid distance dimensions are a variable linear standard unit varying from place to place
and height to height. The survey integration proponents did not show why the alternative
ground distance dimensions could not continue to be stated on plans, measured and used.

The survey integration proposal was timely. It was claimed to be “the first comprehensive
system of surveys in the state” and sought to integrate ad-hoc surveys with control surveys and
a coordinated cadastre. Also, magnetic north, true north and azimuth from abuttals would be
replaced with grid north. However, by ignoring that these benefits equally applied to the
alternative 6°-zone proposal, any opposition to any part or detail was viewed as opposition to
the proposal as a whole, and disregarded. (The alternative proposal was presented to the NSW
Integration Committee without receiving a response.) Consequently, by excluding the matters
held in common, this paper specifically examines those matters that differ and the underlying
rationale for both the NSW proposal and the alternative Australian ground distance on 6° AMG
proposal (e.g. Read, 1975, 1981; Nation and Read, 1985).
4 AN INITIAL EXPLANATION
In mapping, all distances on the projection plane are grid (or projection) distances, being in
linear standard units on that plane. Distance on the ground, where measured and used, is in
linear standard units at ground level. Consequently, grid distance dimensions (in plane, or
‘narrow zone’ coordination) vary from place to place and height to height with the distance
measured at ground level by (1) a scale (projection) factor and (2) a height (above sea level)
factor. These are combined as the ‘grid-to-ground’ conversion factor between grid and ground
distances. As mathematical consistency of data is required in calculation, this must be in linear
standard units, either on the projection plane or at ground level, with the ‘grid-to-ground’
conversion between them. (Mathematical consistency is when data or units of calculation are
of the same uniform standard measure.) This conversion is ignored in many ‘narrow zone’ or
plane coordinate systems and grid distances are stated as ‘substantially equal’, ‘near enough’,
‘quasi-’ and/or ‘pseudo-’ (ground distance) dimensions.
The matter of dispute between the NSW survey integration proposal and the submitted
alternative was mathematical consistency and what to show on plans. Copied from overseas
practice, the NSW 2° ‘narrow zone’ coordination proposal required the mathematical
consistency of calculating coordinate data, and showing both projection dimensions and
coordinates, on plans. This required a ‘narrow zone’ projection to minimise the size of the
‘grid-to-ground’ conversion factor so that grid distance, when stated as a dimension on plans,
approximated ground distance and measurement.
By contrast, considering the available measuring equipment at the time, the alternative proposal
preserved the fundamental mathematical consistency between dimension and measurement.
This meant that ground distance dimensions and projection coordinates were to be shown on
plans but required that the ‘ground-to-grid’ difference had to be calculated between them for
coordinate calculation. Unlike the NSW proposal with (often) approximate dimensions, the
alternative proposal ensured the exactness of dimensions with measurement where measured
and used. So, the essential issues of the 1970s NSW survey integration debate were
mathematical consistency and what to show on plans, either (1) introduce the overseas practice
of mathematical consistency of the coordinate calculations derived from measurement, but
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show grid dimensions on plans that are approximate of those measurements, or (2) maintain
the long accepted mathematical consistency of dimensions with measurement by calculating
the projection coordinates from measurement and then, stating on plans, dimensions that are
mathematically consistent (and agree) with those measurements.
5 THE 1970s NSW INTEGRATION OF SURVEYS PROPOSAL
The “Integrated Surveys” report by an investigating committee convened by the NSW
Surveyor General, Noel Fletcher, was published in July 1969 (Lands, 1969). It adopted the 2°zone coordination ideology copied from similar ‘narrow zone’ plane coordinate systems
overseas. This proposal was prepared and promoted by the Survey Integration Committee
chaired by the Surveyor General and with membership and support from University of New
South Wales (UNSW) ‘academic’ surveyors, the Institution of Surveyors NSW (ISNSW) and
the heads of most government departments. In its 85-page “comprehensive study of all
aspects”, it once mentioned the statement of projection (grid) distance dimensions and once the
alternative system which could be based on already existing ground distance dimensions and
the 6°-zone UTM mapping projection system used for AMG (and later MGA).
The initial dispute concerning the NSW proposal was about whether 2° or 6° zone widths
should be used. However, following the Hobart ‘proclamation’ (Figure 1), the NSW proposal
for grid distance dimensions, and its variation with ground distance in linear standard units
from place to place and height to height, became apparent. Together with the knowledge that
survey integration could be alternatively based on a ground distance dimension with 6°-zone
AMG coordination, the NSW grid distance 2°-zone proposal was opposed by the Institution of
Surveyors Australia (ISA) and, except for NSW, the rest of Australia. The alternative ground
distance 6° AMG proposal was submitted to the Survey Integration Committee for
consideration. However, the Committee (7 votes to 6) refused to hear the case for the 6°-zone
system or discuss written submissions for the continued statement of ground distance
dimensions. Condescendingly, they were prepared to amend the Act (which was never
presented to Parliament) should their decision be wrong. Subsequently, the Surveyor General
prepared and published the Manual of the New South Wales Integrated Survey Grid (Lands,
1976) and implemented the 2°-zone ISG proposal for survey control and large-scale mapping.
After considering the arguments for and (notably) against the proposed statement of grid
distance dimensions, the proposal was rejected by Jack Watson, Registrar General of NSW,
who required that all title dimensions in NSW continue to be “horizontal ground distances”.
Consequently, all land, survey, title and Deposited Plan dimensions remained, and have
continued, as ground distances in Australia. Once this decision was made (and the need for
grid distance dimensions on plans and their closeness to ground distances was no longer an
issue), the existing 6° UTM (AMG) map projection could have also been used for survey
coordination. Irrespective of this, the Surveyor General introduced the 2°-zone ISG for survey
coordination in NSW, but with ground (and not grid) distance dimensions. This practice
continued for about 20 years (until 1995) when the geodetic 6°-zone AMG was replaced by the
geocentric 6°-zone MGA (see ICSM, 2022). From then, and for the last 25 years, all survey
and mapping coordinates, the DCDB and all maps have been based on the 6°-zone MGA (first
MGA94 and now MGA2020).
This background information is included with the hope that the reader will forego the
presupposition, generally accepted with the NSW proposal, that the grid distance dimension
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and ‘narrow zone’ coordination practised elsewhere around the world was the only means of
survey-precision position reference. Its general acceptance overseas, and by the NSW
professional elite, in effect discouraged the consideration of any credible alternative. However,
by examining its underlying rationale, this paper deduces that it was fundamentally flawed and
that a much better alternative was to have only ground distance dimensions and only 6°-zone
UTM coordinates, used Australia-wide, for all surveys, spatial data and mapping.

Figure 1: Proclamation of a variable standard of length.

6 GROUND DISTANCE LAND DIMENSIONS, ONLY AND ALWAYS
According to the Oxford Dictionary, a dimension is a measurable extent of any particular kind,
such as length, breadth, depth or height. The word comes from the Latin dimensis meaning “a
measuring” and the old French word dimetiri meaning to “measure out” and, hence, has a direct
nexus with measurement. It is the written statement of a measurement.
Over many years, the standardisation of units of measurement has been refined to the extent
that linear standard units can be reproduced with exactitude. The dimension should replicate
that exactitude as measured in standard units. Every country maintains national linear standards
(in Australia, by the National Measurement Institute) and every surveyor must verify their
measuring equipment with baselines certified from these standards. Consequently, every
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measurement (and dimensions derived from these measurements) should replicate the “most
scrupulous exactness” of the linear standard unit.
Precision and accuracy of measurement is important to, and expected of, a surveyor. The
surveyor makes adjustments (not corrections, unless there is an error) to replicate the exactness
of the linear standard units in their measurement. All measurements resulting in dimensions
shown on a cadastral survey plan are adjusted to the horizontal or level at its mean height and
stated as a dimension. This is known as ground distance, the survey and land dimension that a
surveyor determines and what the public understands and expects. In this context, the deliberate
departure by grid distance dimensions from ground distance measurements and dimensions, in
linear standard units at its location, no matter how small, would seem to be a specious practice
by surveyors. Being ‘near enough’ is contrary to the professionalism expected of surveyors and
the competence, precision and exactitude of the measurements surveyors make, and the
dimensions that they then state.
6.1 Advantages of Using the Ground Distance

Ground distance (also called site or terrain distance) is defined as “the distance on the
horizontal plane at the mean elevation of its measurement”. It is stated in linear standard units,
i.e. metres in Australia. Its use (instead of grid distance) is supported by the following five
reasons outlined in the following subsections.
6.1.1 Measurement and Usage Support Ground Distance Dimensions

Usage (practically all development is built on the horizontal plane where their measurement is
made), calculation, and convenience of record commonly support ground distance as the
dimension in land measurement, surveys, property plans and titles.
6.1.2 Ground Distance Dimensions are Mathematically Consistent with all other
Dimensions in Linear Standard Units

Ground distance, when measured and stated in linear standard units, also maintains
mathematical consistency with existing and other dimensions and their inter-related systems of
area, volume, etc. In this context, this mathematical consistency is particularly important in
design when construction materials and products are manufactured or prefabricated off-site.
Incidentally, grid distance dimensions are the only exception to this mathematical consistency
and statement of dimensions in linear standard units where measured and used.
6.1.3 Ground Distance Dimensions are Mathematically Consistent with Measurement
at Specific Locations, Heights and Surfaces

It would be illogical for metes and distance relative to bounds, distances to and from
monuments, strata and strata titles, and titles restricted to often 50’ (15.24 m) from the surface,
to be shown by linear standard unit dimensions at any other place (i.e. the projection plane or
at sea level) than the location, height and surface to which such distances and areas are referred
to, measured and used.
6.1.4 Ground Distance Dimensions do not Change with Coordinate Systems

Unlike grid distance, ground distance does not change, irrespective of the zone width and
coordinate system used. (Grid distance dimensions can vary, and be an issue, when more than
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one zone width or coordinate system is used, as in the 2°-versus-6° zone debate regarding the
NSW proposal.)
6.1.5 ‘Narrow Zone’ Projection Coordinate Systems, State Plane Coordinate Systems
and Low Distortion Projection Coordination Acknowledge the Significance of Ground
Distance

Specifically, the important function of ground distance is acknowledged by these systems to
limit the difference between their grid (or projection) distances and the ground distance.
However, the fundamental consideration is not an ‘acceptable’ amount of difference, but the
need to have a difference, any difference, between the dimension shown and the ground
distance measurement of what exists.
7 GRID DISTANCE LAND DIMENSIONS, NOT NOW AND NOT EVER
7.1 Use and Statement of Grid Distance Dimensions on ‘Narrow Zone’ Projection
Planes

Initially, in plane coordination, dimension and measurement were the same, and there was
mathematical consistency with plane coordinates. Naturally, this mathematically consistent
relationship could not be maintained over larger land areas and greater height differences, so
measured (ground distance) data had to be multiplied by a ‘ground-to-grid’ conversion factor
for coordinate calculation on the projection plane (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Ground distance to grid distance adjustment.

The validity of calculation requires mathematical consistency of all data used in the calculation.
This is irrefutable and forms the basis of support for the nexus of grid distance dimensions with
grid distance coordinates. However, the real issue was whether, or not, grid distance should
be shown as dimensions on plans. The NSW ‘narrow zone’ coordinate supporters argued that
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they should, otherwise the mathematically inconsistent data would invalidate coordinate
calculations. So, instead of mathematical consistency of stated dimensions with ground
distance, they proposed a 2° ‘narrow zone’ projection to reduce the scale (projection) factor of
the ‘grid-to-ground’ difference to an ‘acceptable’ limit for mathematical consistency of the grid
distance dimensions stated on plans with grid distance projection coordinates.
The NSW survey integration proposal claimed that, with a 2°-zone projection plane, grid
distance dimensions would “significantly equal” ground distance in the “vast majority of cases”
and that the scale (projection) factor was within an “acceptable” limit, being the maximum
allowable survey closure error ratio of 1:8,000 in the (then) Survey Practice Regulations. Yet,
in this:
• Allowance was not made for the often-greater height (above sea level) factor, so that the
‘grid-to-ground’ conversion factor often exceeded this claimed “acceptable” limit (about
15% of the area of NSW exceeded the 1:8,000 limit and 70% exceeded 1:20,000, noting
that Australia is an old, comparatively flat continent).
• Often overlooked was that grid distance dimensions can overstate ground distance and
measurement at sea level near the edge (and overlap) of the proposed 2°-zone. Overstated
dimensions and quantities are not legally acceptable.
• Tolerance was still needed for the maximum error in measurement to not exceed 1:12,000
(see the Survey Practice Regulations 1968).
However, this action to narrow the zone width to ensure that the grid distance was ‘near
enough’ to the ground distance detracts from the essential issue of why grid distances need to
be stated as dimensions in the first place.
7.2 Statement of Mathematically Inconsistent Data on Plans

The ‘narrow zone’ coordination practice of mathematical consistency of calculation data is
used to justify the statement of grid distance dimensions on plans. This was to prevent any
calculation error due to different and inconsistently stated data. Yet, unless clearly declared
otherwise, confusion and error can occur when grid distance dimensions replace the moreexpected ground distance dimension, especially as their similar size and same mode of
statement tends to hide the difference. However, dimensions and coordinates are stated
differently, in different modes. In this way, both ground distance dimensions and grid distance
coordinates can be shown on the same plan (with a calculable difference) and (although
mathematically inconsistent) without confusion, simply by stating ground distance in
dimension form and grid distance as coordinates and in coordinate form.
Coordinates can be stated either as or in:
1. Coordinate mode at the relevant point on the plan (and potentially in italics), or
2. An (accompanied?) schedule of coordinates referenced to relevant points, and/or
3. To dispel any confusion, a ground distance conversion statement with
(a) the multiplication factor for conversion from ground to grid, and
(b) the applicable static coordinate datum (e.g. MGA94), acknowledging that, for title
clarity, data and statements on title plans must be kept to a minimum.
Adoption of a particular mode and means of statement allows both ground (dimension) and
projection (coordinate) data to be shown on the same plan without confusion, without ‘near
enough’ approximate grid dimensions, without the need for ‘grid-to-ground’ conversion for
measurement and without an additional ‘narrow zone’ coordination system (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Statement of mathematically inconsistent data on plans without confusion.

7.3 Calculation of Mathematically Inconsistent Data in Coordination

In ‘narrow zone’ or State Plane Coordinate Systems, either (1) grid distance is deemed ‘near
enough’ for use as a dimension or (2) a ‘grid-to-ground’ conversion is applied to the grid
distance when the more-precise ground distance dimension is to be determined, measured and
used. However, there is another option: (3) The ‘grid-to-ground’ conversion can be made with
the coordinate calculation. This is supported by the six reasons outlined in the following
subsections.
7.3.1 Conversion Only when Required, with Coordinate Calculations

The conversion should be carried out only when it is required, with coordinate calculations.
The introduction of mapping coordinates using UTM maps and survey coordinates using State
Plane Coordinate Systems in the 1930s was revolutionary at the time and continued to underpin
the ‘narrow zone’ NSW survey integration proposal of the 1970s. However, the NSW proposal
created a paradox whereby the precision of the ‘ground-to-grid’ conversion applied when
initially establishing coordinates from measurement did not apply in reverse, when the
comparatively imprecise ‘near enough’ grid distance dimensions used in ‘narrow zone’
coordination was stated on plans. That is, unless the ‘grid-to ground’ conversion was applied,
the stated grid dimension was imprecise and mathematically inconsistent with the measurement
from which it was derived. A further reason is that (unlike ground distances at the topographic
surface) coordinates on the projection plane cannot be measured and must be calculated.
Therefore, it makes sense that the ‘grid-to-ground’ conversion should be calculated with the
coordinate calculation, and then only when it is required. Conversely, with ‘narrow zone’
coordination (as in the NSW survey integration proposal), the stated grid distance dimension
required the ‘grid-to-ground’ calculation for precision, and this was required every time a
dimension was used, even if coordination was not. The statement of ground distance allows
dimensions to be readily measured and used without any need for ‘grid-to-ground’ calculation,
without the imprecision of (often) approximate grid distance dimensions, without coordination,
and without a ‘narrow zone’ projection. This is what most users want.
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It seemed odd at the time that surveyors, known for precise measurement, advocated imprecise
‘near enough’ dimensions in the 1970s NSW survey integration proposal. This practice still
continues in the United States and overseas today, even when computers and software has made
the conversions easier and calculations almost automatic. At the same time, the use of
Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM) along with more precise measuring equipment and
techniques have improved the precision of dimensions. So, today, the easier calculation and
more precise measurement supports ground distance dimensions and makes the use of the ‘near
enough’ grid distance dimension practice outdated, unprofessional and unsustainable.
7.3.2 Choice for ‘Grid-to-Ground’ Conversion with the Coordinate Calculation

‘Grid-to-ground’ conversion with the coordinate calculation offers a choice in calculation
method, acknowledging that these methods may vary in accuracy. The ‘grid-to-ground’
conversion can be carried out without involving dimensions, by also using ‘point-to-point’
working or by adjusting the East and North ordinates between points. This is especially relevant
when comparatively few coordinates are stated or used.
7.3.3 Less Risk of Mistake and Error

There is less confusion and less risk of mistake and error when only ground distance
dimensions are stated on plans, as opposed to grid distance dimensions being stated.
Apparently, there have been incidents where off-site materials, prefabricated structures and
other items made in linear standard units did not fit on-site when grid distance dimensions were
stated on plans and were mistaken for the usually expected ground distance. There is no
likelihood of this confusion and error happening in Australia where all land dimensions have
always been, and always will be, ground distance. Similarly, with ground distance dimensions,
there is not the need for ‘grid-to-ground’ conversion of grid distance when dimensions are
measured and used. Furthermore, there is advantage and convenience in calculation by having
both grid (coordinates) and ground (dimension) data on plans with a common grid north
orientation. Consequently, there is a less likely overall risk of mistake and error. This is
evidenced in the Australian ground distance dimension-only practice.
7.3.4 Functional Uselessness of Grid Distance Dimensions

The projection plane is assumed for the special purpose of coordinate position referencing in
surveying and mapping. For convenience of calculation and mathematical consistency of stated
data, grid distance dimensions and projection coordinates are shown on ‘narrow zone’
coordination projection planes. However, because stated grid distance (dimensions) vary from
place to place and height to height in its conversion to ground distance (and because it cannot
be actually measured at sea level), it does not perform the function of a dimension in land
measurement. Also, as it is not stated in coordinate form, it does not perform the function of
position reference. Thus, unlike ground distance dimensions and projection coordinates, which
(as separate entities) function in their own right, grid distance dimensions are functionally
useless by themselves. To be of any use in reality, grid distance dimensions must be multiplied
by trigonometrical functions for coordination or by ‘grid-to-ground’ conversion for ground
distance land dimensions. Also, as part of the coordinate calculation with ‘point-to-point’ or
ordinate calculation, grid distance (as a dimension) is not required at all.
Grid distance (in dimension form) is a transitory, non-essential component in coordinate
calculation. Being the only exception to dimensions in linear standard units where measured
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and used, its similar ‘near enough’ size makes it not only deceptive as a dimension, but it also
requires its own superfluous ‘narrow zone’ coordination system. There is no justification for
the ambiguity, and (often) the approximation, of grid distance dimension compared to ground
distance dimension. Grid distance should not be used as a dimension in land, property and title
measurement and, as such, should be deprecated from surveying practice.
7.3.5 Difference between Grid and Ground Distance as a Calculating Quantity Only

By stating ground distance (instead of grid distance) dimensions on plans, the matter of the
magnitude of the difference between them, and the need for ‘near enough’ grid distances and
‘narrow zone’ widths, is no longer an issue. Without the need for grid distance dimensions, the
‘ground-to-grid’ difference becomes a calculating quantity only, as part of the coordinate
calculations, and can be larger than the ‘near enough’ magnitude needed in State Plane
Coordinate Systems, Low Distortion Projection coordination and other ‘narrow zone’
coordination.
7.3.6 Using Any Projection Zone Width

When ground distance is stated as the land dimension, any (or just one) zone width can be used.
Stated conversely, ground distance dimensions maintain their direct nexus with measurement
without the need for ‘grid-to-ground’ conversion and without it placing limits on the choice of
zone widths and coordinate systems.
8 THE USE OF THE 6° UTM COORDINATE SYSTEM

As previously mentioned in section 2.2, the 6° UTM projection coordinate system was
introduced for mapping in the 1930s and during World War II. It is now universally used for
worldwide mapping. Consequently, as any zone width can be used with ground distance
dimensions, it is hard to argue against using the existing and established 6° UTM mapping
system for survey coordination as well. This is supported by the four reasons outlined in the
following subsections.
8.1 One Coordinate System for all Land Spatial Position Reference Purposes

Ideally, there should be one coordinate system for all uses. Surveying is only part of a wider
application in areas such as cadastres, information systems, databases, mapping, and military
and emergency location services. Although positions for these other uses may not be required
to the precision of surveys, they must be underpinned by precise survey control. On the other
hand, coordinate cadastre reference is only part of surveying practice. It is used for the
determination and reference of unique absolute position as part of control, cadastral and
boundary re-establishment surveys. In the coordinated cadastre, property surveys, boundary
marks, monuments, relative position and dimensions have greater legal status, significance and
substance to the surveyor (and user) than absolute coordinate values, especially as the
coordinates cannot be seen. However, (GNSS-derived and MGA) coordinates can supplement
this other evidence for the location, determination and marking of property boundaries.
8.2 Avoiding Coordinate Confusion

Using only the 6° UTM coordinate system (MGA) for all coordinate and mapping purposes
overcomes the need and confusion of calculating, and showing on plans and maps, State Plane
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Coordinate Systems, Low Distortion Projection systems and other ‘narrow zone’ coordinate
systems. Apparently, such confusion occurred during the 25 years when the 2°-zone ISG was
used in NSW.
8.3 Overcoming the Discontinuity of Smaller Systems

The much larger 6° (by 4°) UTM zone size (or 600 km by 450 km) overcomes the overlaps,
discontinuity and confusion of many smaller and/or ‘narrow zone’ coordinate systems. For
instance, NSW is covered by three 6° MGA zones compared to its seven 2° ISG zones.
8.4 Allowing for Project-Specific Coordination

The use of the 6° UTM system for survey coordination does not preclude use of project-specific
coordination at the mean ground distance plane (i.e. Low Distortion Projection coordination,
centreline and cross sections, datum lines and other forms of coordination at a height and/or
orientation convenient for the project), provided that (1) there is evident advantage in doing so,
(2) survey precision is mandatory, (3) only ground distance dimensions and coordinates are
stated and (4) there is survey control and, where appropriate, coordinate connection to (or tied
to) the cadastre and mapping of the 6° UTM survey and mapping coordinate system.
9 THE IDEAL DIMENSION AND COORDINATE SYSTEM
9.1 Ground Distance Dimension – 6° UTM Survey and Mapping Coordination System

One underlying and easily overlooked reason for the adoption of the ground distance dimension
– 6° UTM coordinate system in Australia was that both already existed. They just needed to be
used in survey integration. This also applies worldwide. By outlawing grid distance dimensions
(and phasing out its ‘narrow zone’ coordination), the 6°-zone UTM coordinate system used
worldwide for mapping can also be used for survey coordination and survey integration. In
Australia, the ground distance dimension – 6° UTM (MGA) system provides:
• One homogenous national datum and one common spatial data system.
• A complete and unambiguous dimension and coordination system for all uses.
• Direct compatibility with Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) observations.
• Less confusion by not having two different dimensions and two different coordinate
systems.
• Reduction in conversions required between different dimensions and coordinate systems.
• Reduction in the number of zone borders and their associated overlap issues due to the
wider 6° UTM zone width.
The foregoing is made more realistic with the advances in surveying and measuring equipment,
GNSS technology, computers and software since the 1970s (when the NSW integrated survey
dispute occurred) and from many years before when State Plane Coordinate Systems were
implemented elsewhere.
9.2 Benefits of the Australian 6° UTM Survey and Mapping Coordination System

The benefits of the Australian 6° UTM survey and mapping coordination system far outweigh
its cost in comparison with having also the duplicate NSW survey integration proposal. The
1970s decision to continue with ground distance dimensions was incisive by avoiding the
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confusion and calculation with the NSW proposal’s statement of grid distance dimensions.
Also, with resulting benefits, Australia converted from imperial to metric units on 1 July 1972.
Yet, especially with satellite-based positioning and computer software, the major benefit was
having all mapping, databases and all survey coordination on the one, existing 6° UTM
projection coordination system. This finally occurred in 1995 when NSW adopted the
Australia-wide 6°-zone MGA system. This avoided the confusion, calculation and cost of
duplicate survey dimension and mapping coordinate systems. In doing so, the Australian
experience shows that it is never too wise, and never too late, to benefit from the change. So,
considering the reasoning in this paper, and the improvements in technology since the 1930s,
it would be beneficial to make the change by banning grid distance dimensions and instead
state ground distance dimensions, and by doing so also benefit by having a coordinated cadastre
and mapping system based only on the existing 6° UTM mapping projection.
10 CONCLUDING REMARKS
From a cadastral perspective, this paper has explained and promoted the use of ground distance
dimensions and the Australian 6° UTM survey and mapping coordination system throughout
the world. In summary, it has outlined the following:
• From 1788 (and the initial settlement of NSW) the primary function of the cadastral
surveyor was to physically locate and mark deed boundaries on the ground. Further, it is
the visible evidence of the property boundary in the field (and not invisible coordinates)
that the public wants and the law relies upon in settling boundary disputes.
• Copied from overseas, the 1970s NSW survey integration proposal introduced survey
control, the coordinated cadastre, and grid north into survey practice. However, its proposal
for grid distance and 2° zone plane coordination was disputed, and then dismissed.
• Instead, emphasis was given to the importance of land, survey and title dimensions (ground
distance) being stated in linear standard units where they are measured and used. This (and
not distance down on a projection plane at sea level) is what the public wants. The US (and
overseas) surveyors’ grid distance dimension is the only exception to this precept.
• It was explained that grid distance dimensions are functionally useless in themselves, and
that their statement as an (often) deceptively approximate dimension is an anomaly,
unnecessary and should be deprecated. For cadastral surveys, grid distance dimensions
should not be used, ever.
• It followed that plane (or ‘narrow zone’) coordinate systems elsewhere that are based on
and use grid distance dimensions should also be phased out and replaced.
• Instead, it was recommended to use the successful Australian practice (the Australian 6°
UTM survey and mapping coordination system), which applies only ground distance
dimensions and only 6° UTM coordination (initially MGA94 and now MGA2020).
• As its basis (i.e. ground distance dimensions and 6° UTM coordination) already exists and
is used throughout the world, this Australian best-practice could easily replace the
confusion and duplication (i.e. grid and ground dimensions, plane and 6° UTM
coordination) that applies where plane (or ‘narrow zone’) coordinate systems and 6° UTM
mapping are both used.
• By combining ground distance dimensions and 6° UTM coordination, one unified
worldwide system of survey dimensions, coordination and mapping could be established.
• Less confusion, less calculation and considerable cost savings and benefits would result
from using only ground distance dimensions and only 6° UTM coordination.
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•

The recent datum modernisation efforts conducted in Australia (resulting in the
introduction of GDA2020 and MGA2020) and associated software should provide an ideal
opportunity for this change to occur elsewhere.

It is interesting to note that currently the US National Geodetic Survey (NGS) is building the
State Plane Coordinate System 2022 (SPCS2022) for the future by shifting the projection plane
in various states to reduce ‘grid-to-ground’ differences. This (reduction) actually acknowledges
the importance of ground distance dimensions. However, the SPCS is so embedded in US
survey practice that it seems that those designing SPCS2022 did not consider the underlying
rationale that shows logical advantage in the (Australian) practice of stating ground distance
(rather than grid distance) dimensions on all survey and title plans.
All the foregoing just goes to show that you cannot take anything for granted, even with the
most credible of sources and supporters. By ‘thinking outside the box’ in the 1970s NSW
survey integration dispute (and with the decision of the Registrar General), Australia can claim
to have the best survey coordination and mapping system in the world.
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